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(l)Agency: MAY 202022
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC)

Independent Regulatory

(2) Agency Number: 57-332 Review Commission

Identification Number: [-2020-3017284 IRRC Number: 3304

(3) PA Code Cite: 52 Pa. Code § 51.11-51 .13 relating to Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional
Utilities

(4) Short Title: Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Primary Contact: Joseph P. Cardinale, Jr., 717-787-5558. icardinak(dpa.gov
Secondary Contact: Rhonda L. Daviston, 717-787-6166. rdavistonpa.gov
Regulatory Review Assistant: Karen Thorne, 717-772-4597. kathorne%)pa.gov

(6) Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

U Proposed Rulemaking fl Emergency Certification Regulation;

Final Order Adopting Regulation U Certification by the Governor

Final Omitted Regulation Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

The regulation directs majorjudsdictional utilities to annually report the progress of their respective
diversity program to the PVC in a standardized manner.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

66 Pa.C.S. § 501 and 504 regarding general powers; reports by public utilities.

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are
there any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes. cite the specific law, case or regulation as
well as. any deadlines for action.

No. The regulation is not mandated by any federal or state law or court order or by federal regulation.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as

possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.



To foster a diverse workforce and contracting pool, this regulation builds upon the PUC’s revised
diversity policy statement at 52 Pa. Code 69.801-69.808 (2021). The Policy Statement encourages each
major jurisdictional utility to be conscious of and make positive changes to improve the diversity of its
workforce, as well as the entities with which it contracts for goods and services. In the past, the PUC
has only encouraged major jurisdictional utilities to report the progress of their diversity programs. This
regulation will mandate that each major jurisdictional utility, except telecommunications utilities, file an
annual report with the PUC on the progress of its diversity programs. It will also standardize the
definitions and form used to report diversity progress. The recommendations regarding diversity hiring
and contracting will remain in the diversity policy statement. While the PVC cannot mandate
telecommunications utilities to report their diversity demographics, the regulation still encourages major
telecommunications utilities to report the same as other major jurisdictional utilities.

(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identify the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

No. Majorjurisdictional utilities currently report their diversity to the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC). The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) also requires such reporting
among its regulated entities to which some major jurisdictional utilities may be subject. The PVC’s
reporting requirement largely mirrors the federal reporting requirements with the only additional
reporting requirement being LGBTQ status.

(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? I-low will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

The PUC has reviewed what other states require in terms of diversity reporting. Other states such as
California, Maryland, North Carolina and Texas require reporting of diversity among their respective
public utility workforces and utility vendors. The regulation will not affect Pennsylvania’s ability to
compete with other states. The regulation will require major jurisdictional utilities to report the progress
of their respective diversity programs. As addressed in Item II, supra, major jurisdictional utilities are
already required to report the progress of their respective diversity programs to the SEC regardless of
the state in which they operate. Also, major jurisdictional utilities are required to report diversity results
in their workforces to the EEOC regardless of the state in which they operate. As major jurisdictional
utilities are already reporting the demographics of their workforce to federal agencies, major
jurisdictional utilities will be able to accommodate reporting the progress of their diversity programs to
the PUC.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?
If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

No.

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

As stated in Item 10, supra, this regulation builds on the PUC’s diversity policy statement which has
been in place since 1995 and was updated recently. 52 Pa. Code § 69.801-69.809 (2021). In the
PUC’s recent update to its diversity policy statement, the PVC noted that it intended to initiate a
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rulemaking to make the reporting of the progress of major jurisdictional utilities’ respective diversity
programs mandatory. See 51 Pa. 8.435,438-39 (January 23, 2021). As part of the process of updating
its diversity policy statement, the PVC published a request for comments and received comments from
the following entities: Aqua Pennsylvania Inc. (Aqua). Duquesne Light Co. (Duquesne Light), Energy
Association of Pennsylvania (EAP), First Energy. PECO Energy Company (PECO), Philadelphia Gas
Works (PGW), Pennsylvania American Water Company (PAWC). and PPL Electric Utility Corporation
(PPL). The comments received were in favor of the PVC’s proposed diversity policy updates. The
PLC incorporated many of the constructive suggestions regarding definitions in the final regulation.

Additionally, the PUC received comments from Coalition for Affordable Utility Service and Energy
Efficiency in Pennsylvania (CAUSE-PA); Citizens’ Electric Company of Lewisburg, PA. Wellsboro
Electric Company, and Valley Energy, Inc. (collectively C&T Utilities), and Verizon Pennsylvania LLC
and Verizon North LLC (Verizon) to its proposed rulemaking at 51 Pa. B. 3135. The PLC took these
additional comments into consideration and made changes to the final regulation.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected?

The regulation will directly affect major jurisdictional utilities in Pennsylvania, which include ten (10)
electric, eight (8) natural gas. seven (7) water, and five (5) wastewater utilities. The regulation will
require these major jurisdictional utilities to file diversity reports on a form specified by the PVC.

Some of these majorjurisdictional utilities meet the federal definition of a small business, including
three (3) of the electric distribution companies. three (3) of the natural gas distribution companies, and
three (3) of the water utilities. However, these utilities have already been voluntarily reporting their
diversity programs with the PLC pursuant to the PLC’s Diversity Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code

§ 69.809.

Telecommunications utilities will not be affected because they have been excluded from having to file
additional reports pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. § 30 15(1’) regarding alternative form of regulation, and the
PLC has amended the final regulation to reflect this statutory exclusion.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

The entities that will be required to report their diversity programs are majorjurisdictional utilities
whose assets in service are valued at $10 million or more. This regulation is directed at the thirty (30)
utilities referenced in the response to Item 15, supra.

(17) ldentif the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

The regulation will require major jurisdictional utilities to report on the progress of their respective
diversity programs. While this will require each major jurisdictional utility’ to expend resources to
gather data on its employees and its contractors, many of the affected utilities have already been
reporting the progress of their diversity programs. See response in item 15. sztpm. The regulation
standardizes the reporting. Further, in the PLC’s most recent update to its diversity policy statement,
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the PVC did not receive any negative comments from the regulated community that will be required to
comply with the regulation regarding the PVC’s intent to make diversity reporting mandatory. In
response to the proposed rulemaking, Verizon was the only commenter that did not support the
regulation. and the PVC has incorporated an exception for telecommunications utilities from the
mandatory diversity reporting in the regulation.

The benefits of the regulation are that it will enable the PVC to collect uniform data on the diversity
programs amongst major jurisdictional utilities and may encourage majorjurisdictional utilities to
further develop a diverse workforce and contracting pooL.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

The cost to a major jurisdictional utility will be having an employee or employees collect data on its
workforce and procurement and prepare diversity reports to submit to the PUC. However, most major
jurisdictional utilities already collect this data for reporting to federal agencies. thus no additional
expense is created in requiring the same reporting to the PVC.

Further, the benefits of the regulation are that it will establish uniform data collection for the PVC and
may encourage major jurisdictional utilities to further develop the diversity in their workforces and may
encourage major jurisdictional utilities to contract with diverse-owned businesses.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

The cost to the regulated community will be minimal. As previously addressed in item IS, supra, many
of the major jurisdictional utilities have already been voluntarily reporting the progress of their
respective diversity programs to the PVC under to 52 Pa. Code § 69.809. However, with respect to the
major jurisdictional utilities that have not been reporting, the PVC estimates that this regulation will
cause those major jurisdictional utilities to assign one or more employees to collect, manage, and report
the diversity data that the regulation is requiring. As all of the major jurisdictional utilities providing
electric, natural gas. water, and telecommunications service have already been encouraged to develop
and maintain diversity programs since 1995 pursuant to the PVC’s diversity policy statement, 52 Pa.
Code §4 69.801-69.809. the PVC estimates that many of the majorjurisdictional utilities already have
staff assigned to handle diversity workforce issues. Further, many of the major jurisdictional utilities
that will be subject to this regulation already are required to report diversity results to the EEOC and/or
the SEC.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal. accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

Local governments will not be affected by the regulation and will not be expected to incur costs or
realize any savings.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.
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The PUC does not expect to incur any significant costs or savings by implementing the regulation. As
the PVC already receives the voluntary annual reports encouraged by the policy statement, a regulation
requiring filing standardized data on the progress of their respective diversity programs will not cause
any additional cost to the PUC. Any cost associated with receiving additional reports from wastewater
utilities should be more than offset by the use of standardized definitions and a standardized form for
reporting the results from all the major jurisdictional utilities required to file the reports.

No other division of state government will be affected by this regulation.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(21) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

As noted in Item 20. supra, local governments will not be affected by the regulation.

As noted in item 21, supra, the PVC does not require additional legal, accounting, or consulting
procedures for the implementation of the regulation. The PVC already receives voluntary annual reports
from the majorjurisdictional utilities, so there will be no change to staff workload. No other divisions
of state government beyond the PVC will be affected by this regulation.

As noted in Item 19, supra, many of the major jurisdictional utilities that will be affected by the
regulation already file annual reports with the PVC. Most of the annual reports already contain the
information requested by the PVC, but the covered major jurisdictional utilities may have to review
their workforce data to align with the PVC’s requested demographic groups. The PVC also anticipates
that the major jurisdictional utility will have the required information readily available; thus, the effect
of implementing the regulation on the regulated community is expected to be insignificant, even if a
given major jurisdictional utility has not been voluntarily reporting.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

Yes. The PVC has developed a standardized workforce demographic reporting form for the subject
utilities to complete.

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

A copy of the new form Demographic Composition of Workforce is attached to this Regulatory
Analysis Form. The PVC form has been amended from its previous iteration in 52 Pa. Code § 69.809
(2021).
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(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and stale government
for the current year and five subsequent years.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY +5
Year Year Year Year Year Year

SAVINGS: S S S S S S

Regulated Community None None None None None None

Local Government N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

State Government None None None None None None

Total Savings None None None None None None

COSTS:

. De Dc Dc De De
Regulated Community De minimis . . . . . . . .

. minimis minimis minimis minimis minimis

Local Government N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

State Government None None None None None None

. . . De De De De De
Total Costs De minimis . . . . . . . . . . .

minimis minimis minimis minimis minimis

REVENUE LOSSES:

Regulated Community None None None None None None

Local Government N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

State Government None None None None None None

Total Revenue Losses None None None None None None

(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulalion.

There are no programs affected by the regulation.

Program FY -3 FY -2 FY -I Current FY
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

(24) For any regulations that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3
of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statemenl that includes the
following:

(a) An identificalion and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.

Three (3) electric dislribution companies, lhree (3) natural gas distribution companies, and lhree (3)
water utilities that are subject to the regulations also meet the definition of small business. However, as
discussed in/hz, these small businesses will not be adversely impacted by the regulation.
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(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance with
the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation of the
report or record.

No special professional skills are necessary, and the major jurisdictional utilities that are small
businesses will incur no costs to provide the annual report. Current utility employees can gather the
employment and procurement information and provide descriptions of extant programs and policies.

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.

There is no anticipated effect on small businesses.

(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the
proposed regulation.

Diversity reporting will impose minimal costs on the major jurisdictional utilities and minimal intrusion
to the major jurisdictional utilities. Consequently. there are no alternative methods to achieve the
purpose of the regulation.

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

Persons affected by a lack of diversity in public utility workforces and vendor pools include the LGBTQ
community and veterans. The PUC’s regulation generally adopts the language it used in its updated
policy statement at 52 Pa. Code § 69.802, 69,802a, and 69.809 (2021). In revising the Diversity Policy
Statement, the PUC added members of the LGBTQ community and veterans to the list of business
owners included in its definition of diversity which is now adopted in the regulation. These affected
persons have been added to the reporting requirements. If, however, these persons do not wish to self-
identify to their employers, they do not have to self-identify. Further, all reporting is done in the
aggregate. The updated Diversity Policy Statement also added demographic definitions reflecting
recommendations from the comments received. The updated Diversity Policy Statement’s demographic
definitions were changed to align with the EEOC’s demographic definitions with respect to utility
employees and with the Department of Labor’s demographic definitions with respect to utility vendors.
These updated definitions in the policy statement became effective upon the publication of the revised
Diversity Policy Statement in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. See 51 Pa. B. 435 (Januan’ 23. 2021). These
updated definitions are now made part of the diversity reporting regulation at 52 Pa. Code § 51.12.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

The PUC considered alternatives to definitions of demographic terms in the Diversity Policy Statement
upon which the regulation is based. In the 14-day inten’al between updating the Diversity Policy
Statement and initiating the rulemaking for this regulation. the PLC has not considered other
alternatives but proposed to sequence the definitions in a more concise manner. The Diversity Policy
Statement was adopted and entered on December 3. 2020, and became effective upon publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin on January 23, 2021. See 51 Pa. 8.435. The notice of proposed ruLemaking was
adopted and entered on December 17, 2020, and published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on June 5, 2021.
See 51 Pa. B. 3135. Since receiving comments to the proposed rulemaking, the PUC has considered all
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of the comments submitted and concisely sequenced the definitions in the regulation at 52 Pa. Code

§ 51.12.

(27) In conducting a regulaton’ flexibility analysis, explain whether regulaton’ methods were considered
that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses;
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or

operational standards required in the regulation; and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the

regulation.

As discussed in item 24.supra, small businesses will not be adversely impacted by the regulation. The
regulation requires submission of an annual report containing information that many of the “small
businesses” that are major jurisdictional utilities have already gathered in the regular course of business
and voluntarily reported to the PUC pursuant to 52 Pa. Code § 69.809 (1995). For the major
jurisdictional utilities that are “small businesses” that will be newly required to file annual diversity
reports, most if not all of them are required to gather and report this information on the federal level.
Therefore, no regulatory flexibility analysis was conducted.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable
data that is supported by documentation, statistics. reports. studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in
a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be
accessed in a searchable format in Lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

Data were not the basis for this regulation.

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: N/A
B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings will be N/A

held:
C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation: May 23-25. 2022

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation: Upon publication as Final
E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form March 31.202j

regulation will be required:
F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses or other N/A

approvals must be obtained:

8



(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulation after its
implementation.

When finalized, the effectiveness of the promulgated regulation will be continually monitored by the
PUC. The PUC has identified the affected major jurisdictional utilities and will be able to determine
whether they are complying with the regulation by reviewing the annual reports they submit.
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Agency No. 57-332
PUC Docket No. L-2020-3017284

Notice of Final Rulemaking
Final Rulemaking on Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities

52 Pa. Code 51.11-51.13

The regulation directs major jurisdictional utilities to annually report the progress of their respective
diversity programs to the PA PUC in a standardized manner. To foster a diverse workforce and
contracting pool. this regulation builds upon the PA PLC’s revised diversity policy statement at
52 Pa. Code 69.801-69.808 (2021) which encourages major jurisdictional utilities to be conscious of
and make positive changes to improve the diversity of their workforce. as well as the entities with
which they contract for goods and services. This regulation would mandate that majorjudsdictional
utilities file an annual report on the progress of their respective diversity programs with the PA
PVC. It would also standardize the definitions and form used to report diversity progress. The
recommendations regarding diversity hiring and contracting would remain in the diversity policy
statement.

The contact persons for this rulemaking are Joseph P. Cardinale, Jr., 717-787-5558,
jcardinale(äa.gov, Rhonda L. Daviston, 717-787-6166, rdaviston(Zflpa.gov, and Karen Thome,
717-772-4597, kathoine(üpa.ov
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FISCAL NOTE FOR DOCUMENTS
FILED WITH THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU

________________—___________________________

March 18, 2021

Agency: Public Utility Commission

Agency Identification Number: 57-332

Subject of Regulation: Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities

Pursuant to Section 612 of the act of April 9,1929 (P.L. 177, No.175), known as the Administrative

Code of 1929, lam submitting the following fiscal note for publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin
to accompany this notice of regulatory action or administrative procedure.

FISCAL NOTE AS REQUIRED BY SECTION 612
Administrative Code of 1929

(See also 4 Pennsylvania Code § 7,231, etseq. [9 Pennsylvania Bulletin])

This action will not result in a loss of revenue or an increase in program costs to the

commonwealth or its political subdivisions.

The Secretary of the Budget recommends adoption of this regulatory action or administrative

procedure.

for

Secretary of the Budget

Office of the Budget 1333 Market Street agth Floor I Harrisburg Pennsylvania 17101-22101 717-787-2542 I wwwbudgetpaoov
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
L-2020-3017284 / 57-332

52 Pa. Code % 51.11-51.13
FINAL RULEMAKING

Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities

The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC), on April 14, 2022, entered a final

rulemaking to establish regulations requiring major jurisdictional public utilities providing electric,

natural gas, water, and wastewater service to report annually on their hiring of and contracting with

diverse groups

The contact persons for this Final Rulemaking Order are Assistant Counsel Joseph P. Cardinale,

717-787-5558, jcardinalepa.gov, and Rhonda L. Daviston, 717-787-6166. rdavistonpa.gov in the

PA PUC’s Law Bureau



PENNSYLVANIA
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Public Meeting held April 14, 2022

Commissioners Present:

Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, Chairman, Statement
John F. Coleman, Jr, Vice Chairman
Ralph V. Yanora

Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities L-2020-30 17284

FINAL RULEMAKING ORDER

BY THE COMMISSION:

On December 17, 2020, the Public Utility Commission (PUC) entered a Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking Order (NOPR) proposing to make diversity reporting

recommendations in the Diversity Policy Statement, 52 Pa. Code §* 69.80 1-69.809, an

obligation to be codified in 52 Pa. Code Chapter 51 (relating to general provisions for

major jurisdictional utilities providing electric, natural gas, water, wastewater, and

telecommunications services). The NOPR and Annex A were submitted to the Office of

Attorney General (OAG) for review as to legality and form and to the Governor’s Office

of the Budget for review as to fiscal impact. Thereafter, the NOPR and Annex A were

submitted to the Legislative Committees, the Independent Regulatory Review

Commission (IRRC), and the Legislative Reference Bureau.



The NOPR and Annex A were published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on June 5,

2021, 51 Pa. B. 3134,’ and the public comment period closed on July 20, 2021. The PUC

received comments from the Coalition for Affordable Utility Service and Energy

Efficiency in Pennsylvania (CAUSE-PA); Citizens’ Electric Company of Lewisburg, PA,

Wellsboro Electric Company, and Valley Energy, Inc. (collectively C&T Utilities);

Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne Light); the Energy Association of Pennsylvania

(EAP); IRRC; Metropolitan Edison Company, Pennsylvania Electric Company.

Pennsylvania Power Company, and Vest Penn Power Company (collectively,

FirstEnergy); Pennsylvania American Water Company (PA\.:’C); PECO Energy

Company (PECO); Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW); UGI Utilities, Inc. (UGI); and

Verizon Pennsylvania LLC and Verizon North LLC (collectively Verizon).

Having reviewed the comments, we now address the following changes to our

regulations at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 51.

SUMMARY OF THE RULEMAKING

This regulation builds on the PUC’s existing Diversity Policy Statement. The

guidelines and recommendations in the PUC’s policy statement at 52 Pa. Code

69.801-809 set forth the goal of maintaining a diverse workforce and supply chain and

include recommendations for the voluntary filing of diversity information by major

jurisdictional utilities.

The General Assembly has empowered the PUC to enact regulations governing

public utilities. Section 501 of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 50 1(b), provides in

relevant part that:

I hnps://www.pacodcandbulletinov/DispIav/pabulI?flIe=/secure/pabu1letin/data/vol5 1/51 -23/890.htm I
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[T]he commission shall have general administrative power
and authority to supervise and regulate all public utilities
doing business within this Commonwealth. The commission
may make such regulations, not inconsistent with law, as may
be necessary or proper in the exercise of its powers or for the
performance of its duties.

Section 504 of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 504, provides in relevant
pertinent part that the PUC:

[M]ay require any public utiliw to file periodical reports, at
such times, and in such form, and of such content, as the
commission may prescribe, and special reports concerning
any matter whatsoever about which the commission is
authorized to inquire, or to keep itself informed, or which it is
required to enforce.

In the NOPR, the PUC proposed that diversity reporting be mandatory for major

jurisdictional utilities providing electric, natural gas, water, wastewater, and

telecommunications services. The NOPR indicated that this new obligation would be

codified in 52 Pa. Code Chapter 51. This entailed promulgating within the Diversity

Reporting regulation (I) as regulatory definitions some of the policy definitions that have

been recently modified in Sections 69.802 and 69.802a and (2) as filing obligations the

filing recommendations recently modified in Section 69.809. 52 Pa. Code §* 69.802,

69.802a and 69.809. It also required mandating the use of a specific form, as may be

modified from time to time by the PUC, for reporting workforce diversity.

DISCUSSION

The PUC has reviewed all of the comments filed in this proceeding. Based upon

these comments, the PUC proceeds with the proposal in the NOPR with modifications.

After this reaulation becomes effective, the PUC will rescind the diversity

reporting recommendation at 52 Pa. Code § 69.809 since all of these reporting
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recommendations will now be mandatory. The Diversity Policy Statement will thereafter

consist of Sections 69.80l69.808.2 52 Pa. Code §s 69.801-69.808.

A. The PUC’s Authority to Require Diversity Reporting

The PUC first addresses comments it received from Verizon which go directly to

the PUC’s authority to promulgate regulations requiring diversity reporting. Verizon

does not support the regulation. Verizon Comments at 4. Verizon states that the PVC is

a “creature of statute” and “has only those powers which are expressly conferred upon it

by the Legislature and those powers which arise by necessary implication.” Id. Verizon

asserts that our rulemaking is missing a citation to any specific provision in the Public

Utility Code or other law that empowers the PUC to impose or enforce workforce and

supplier diversity requirements. Id. It further notes that the reporting form is modeled

after the federal Employer Information Report EEO-l, 29 C.F.R. § 1602.7, (EEO-l

Report) used by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) but that the

federal EEOC has statutory authority to require certain employers to submit (on a

confidential basis) demographic workforce data, including race/ethnicity and gender, by

job category. Id. Verizon argues that this federal statute does not empower the PUC to

require reporting of that same information and that there is no explicit provision in the

Public Utility Code conferring that authority. Id.

Verizon also argues that even if the PVC has authority to compel reporting, to

mandate these new reports by “major telecommunications utilities with 50,000 or more

access lines”, this directly contradicts the Public Utility Code, which is the source of the

PUC’s authority to regulate telephone services. Id. at 5. Verizon points to 66 Pa.C.S.

§ 3015(e) which specifically limits the reports the PUC is authorized to require from a

local exchange telecommunications company. Id. A diversity-and-inclusion report is not

2 As will be addressed in detail, infra, the PLC’s Diversity Policy Statement will also have 52 Pa. Code

§ 69.802a removed with only 52 Pa. Code § 69.802 containing definitions the definitions for the Diversity

Policy Statement.
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one of the reports that the legislature enumerated. Id. Verizon further asserts that

Section 30! 5(fl( I) makes clear that “no report, statement, filing or other document or

information, except as specified in subsection (e), shall be required” unless the PUC first

makes specific written findings that the report is necessan’ to ensure that the company “is

charging rates that are in compliance with this chapter and its effective aLternative form

of regulation” and that “the benefits of the report substantially outweigh the attendant

expense and administrative time and effort required . . . to prepare it.” 66 Pa.C.S.

§ 3015(0(1)0) and (ii). Verizon argues that the PUC has not made the required “specific

written findings” and that the facts do not support finding that both of these requirements

are satisfied. Id.

With respect to the definition of “major jurisdictional utility,” IRRC points to a

comment from Vedzon that the Public Utility Code limits the reports the PUC can

require from local exchange telecommunications utilities. 66 Pa.C.S. § 30 14(0 and

3015(e) and (fl. IRRC asks the PUC to explain how the reporting requirements of this

rulemaking are consistent with the statutory provisions cited by Verizon in the

“preamble”3 to the final-form rulemaking. Id. at 2-3.

IRRC also noted the PLC’s use of fines as an available remedy to ensure

compliance. IRRC wants to know what the PVC’s statutory authority is for requiring

compliance with this regulation and the possible imposition of fines for non-compliance.

IRRC Comments at 3. IRRC advises that the PLC cite to this authority in the final-form

regulation and the preamble, and also recommends that the type of possible corrective

action or enforcement and the amount of potential fines also be included in the final-form

regulation. Id.

The Commission’s notice of proposed rulemaking order and final rulemaking order in the rulemaking
process are the “preamble,” respectively, to a proposed regulation and a final regulation.
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Disposition

The PUC has asserted its authority in the NOPR. The PUC stated that its authority

comes from Sections 501 and 504 of the Public Utility Code. 66 Pa.C.S. § 501 and 504.

We clarif’ that Section 504 authorizes the PUC to:

require any public utility to file . . . special reports concerning any
matter whatsoever.., to keep itself inforrned[.] The commission
may require any public utility to file with it a copy of any report
filed by such public utility with any Federal department or
regulatory body.”

66 Pa.C.S. § 504 (emphasis added).

It is this language by which the PUC is authorized to require major jurisdictional

utilities to file diversity reports. We note that it is incumbent on the success of all

businesses in today’s society to have a diverse workforce. While businesses that compete

in the free market are influenced by free-market forces to maintain diversity, public

utilities, as natural monopolies, do not experience these free-market forces.

Notwithstanding, it is incumbent on major jurisdictional utilities to have a diverse

workforce as this is an essential element of success for all businesses.

The PUC is obligated to ensure that:

Every public utility shall furnish and maintain adequate,
efficient, safe, and reasonable service and facilities, and shall
make all such repairs, changes, alterations, substitutions,
extensions, and improvements in or to such service and
facilities as shall be necessary or proper for the
accommodation, convenience, and safety of its patrons,
employees, and the public. Such service also shall be
reasonably continuous and without unreasonable interruptions
or delay.

66Pa.C.S.* 1501.
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Keeping apprised of major jurisdictional utilities’ diversity provides the PUC with

insight into how major jurisdictional utilities are able to operate effectively and ensure

that they are capable of reasonably operating continuously and without unreasonable

interruptions or delay. It is incumbent on the PVC to keep apprised of major

jurisdictional utilities diversity efforts, since a lack of diversity could cause operating

deficiencies, resulting in an inability to compete with other large employers. By

providing diversity reports to the PVC, the PUC is taking a proactive approach to

diversity as an essential part of maintaining a successful business. As such, the PUC

disagrees with Verizon’s narrow reading of the Public Utility Code, and the PUC

proceeds with this rulemaking pursuant to the authority cited, supra.

With respect to Verizon’s position that the Public Utility Code precludes any

additional reports from local exchange telecommunications companies (LETC5), the PUC

is constrained to agree. Section 3015 of the Public Utility Code carved outa limited

exception for telecommunications utilities wherein the General Assembly directed the

following:

(fl Other reports.—

(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title to the
contrary, no report, statement, filing or other document or
information, except as specified in subsection (e), shall be
required of any local exchange telecommunications company
unless the commission, upon notice to the affected local
exchange telecommunications company and an opportunity to
be heard, has first made specific written findings supporting
conclusions in an entered order that:

(i) The report is necessary to ensure that the local
exchange telecommunications company is charging rates
that are in compliance with this chapter and its effective
alternative form of regulation.
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(ii) The benefits of the report substantially outweigh the
attendant expense and administrative time and effort
required of the local exchange telecommunications
company to prepare it.

66 Pa.C.S. § 3015.

The General Assembly made it clear that the PUC could not require

telecommunications utilities to submit reports or statements in addition to the reports and

statements already enumerated in subsection (e) of Section 3015 without establishing that

the benefits substantially outweigh the attendant expenses to prepare it. On June 22,

2004, the Genera) Assembly entered a resolution directing the Legislative Budget and

Finance Committee (LB&FC) to study and report on filing and reporting requirements

imposed by the PVC on LECs operating in a competitive telecommunications

environment. See H.R. 786 of 2004. The LB&FC conducted a comprehensive analysis

of all the filing and reporting requirements on LETCs in November of 2004. In the

LB&FC’s analysis, it expressly noted that:

To determine the PVC’s reporting and filing requirements, we
contacted both the PVC and the Pennsylvania Telephone
Association, an association representing 37 incumbent local
exchange carriers throughout Pennsylvania. The list of
required reports includes nine reports that have been
temporarily waived or suspended for at least some companies.
We did not inc/tide the Report on Diversity, which the PUC
“encourages LEE’s to submit but is not a required report,
nor does the report address the continued need for several
Verizon-only reports.

LB&FC Filing and Reporting Requirements on LECs at I (emphasis added).

It is apparent that the LB&FC was aware of the PUC’s existing policy statement

encouraging diversity reporting among all of the majorjurisdictional utilities. However,

since employee diversity was not a required report at the time, the LB&FC did not
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analyze the effect of this report on telecommunications utilities. Since diversity reporting

was not a required filing at the time of Section 30 15’s enactment and there is no language

permitting the addition of any report, the PUC is constrained to read Section 3015 as

excluding telecommunications utilities from being required to file a diversity report.

Accordingly, the PUC amends its Final Rulemaking to exclude telecommunications

utilities from the definition of “major jurisdictional utility” as applied to diversity

reporting to avoid contradicting statutory law. However, while telecommunications

utilities are exempt from the diversity reporting requirement, the PUC strongly

encourages telecommunications utilities to submit diversity reports in accordance with 52

Pa. Code Chapter 51, and consistent with the PUC’s policy statement which has already

“encouraged” this reporting. Therefore, the PVC adds subsection (f) to Section 5l.l3 to

read, “[Mjajor telecommunications utilities with 50,000 or more access Lines are not

required to, but should, submit reports pursuant to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 51.”

B. §5I.I1.--General.

The PUC received comments from CAUSE-PA, C&T Utilities and IRRC

generally supporting Section 51.11 but recommending amendments.

CAUSE-PA supports Section 51.11 but suggests adding the words “equity and

inclusion” in the regulatory language and as part of the reporting requirements. CAUSE

PA’s Comments at 5. CAUSE-PA recommends that the PVC collaborate with local and

statewide organizations and community partners with Diversity’ Equity and Inclusion

(DEl) expertise to assist in the finalization of this mlemaking and to consult on future

initiatives to strengthen DEl-related language. Id. at 6. CAUSE-PA also encourages the

PVC to establish a dedicated office of DEl to review utility reports, study relevant data

and further advance DEl initiatives. Id.

1 As will be discussed, infra, the structure of Chapter 51 has been amcnded from that which was presented
in the NOPR.
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C&T Utilities recommends deleting the first sentence that states “Diversity is an

economic reality that each major jurisdictional utility is expected to recognize in its

corporate strategy now and in the future.” C&T Utilities’ Comments at 4-5. C&T

Utilities asserts that the phrase “is expected” appears to elevate diversity among the

competing priorities and policies established by its management. Id. at 5. To eliminate

any ambiguity, C&T Utilities recommends deleting this sentence from the final

regulation. Id.

IRRC points to CAUSE-PA’s comment regarding diversity including concepts of

“equity and inclusion.” IRRC’s Comments at 2. IRRC suggests that the PUC adopt this

amendment if the PUC believes this amendment would increase workforce diversity and

participation by diverse groups at major jurisdictional utilities. Id. In its comments,

IRRC also inquires as to what the PUC’s statutory authority is for requiring compliance

with this regulation and the possible imposition of fines for non-compliance. Id. IRRC

recommends that the PUC cite the authority in the final-form regulation and the preamble

and include the type of possible corrective action enforcement and potential fines. Id.

Disposition

The PVC’s primary focus in this rulemaking is to require the diversity reporting

by major jurisdictional utilities so that the PVC can be kept apprised of major

jurisdictional utilities’ progress with their respective employment diversity. The words

“equity and inclusion” were not used in the PVC’s Diversity Policy Statement, and

adding the words “equity and inclusion” would require further revision to the definition

section which would not serve the PUC’s goal of ensuring consistent and accurate

reporting from major jurisdictional utilities. The words “equity and inclusion” would

infer that the PUC is taking an active role in management of majorjurisdictional utilities’

hiring process which is not the objective of this rulemaking. As there is no material

benefit from adding the terms “equity and inclusion,” the PVC refrains from adding these

terms in the final rulemaking.
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The PUC agrees with C&T Utilities’ recommendation of deleting the first

sentence of Section 51.11. The first sentence in Section 51.11 appears as the first

sentence in the PVC’s Diversity Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code § 69.80 1. It is not the

intention of this rulemaking to direct the hiring practices of major jurisdictional utilities.

To the contrary. The PUC recognizes that major jurisdictional utilities are responsible for

managing their business operations and that they are in the best position to address the

diversity in their respective workforces. To address C&T Utilities’ concern, the PVC

deletes the first sentence in Section 51.11 and retains this sentence in the Diversity Policy

Statement at 52 Pa. Code § 69.801.

The PVC also agrees with IRRC’s recommendation to cite in the preamble the

PVC’s authority to impose a fine against major jurisdictional utilities that fail to comply

with the diversity reporting requirement. The PUC derives its authority to impose a fine

of up to $1,000 on any public utility in its jurisdiction for violations of the Public Utility

Code or the PUC’s regulations. 66 Pa.C.S. § 3301. Accordingly, the PUC amends

Section 51.11 to include the language “failure to conform with this chapter may result in

civil penalties pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. § 3301.”

The PUC notes that the last sentence in Section 51.11 generally states that major

jurisdictional utilities are now required to report annually the result of their diversity

efforts. The PUC has determined that it is necessary to include the phrase “in accordance

with this chapter” to make it clear that annual reports, that major jurisdictional utilities

submit to the PUC. adhere to all of the provisions set forth in Chapter 51.

C. § 51.12. — Definitions.

Before addressing the comments regarding the individual definitions, we first

address the definition structure in Chapter 51. IRRC notes that the definitions in all

three sections (Sections 51.12, 51.13, and 51.14) are applicable to this regulation and the

entirety of the Policy Statement and that none of the definitions in a particular section
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are repeated in another section. IRRC Comments at 1. IRRC questions the need for

three separate sections for definitions and suggests that there be one section for

definitions. Id.

Disposition

The PUC agrees with JRRC in reducing the definitions sections from three

sections to one. To accomplish this, the PUC deletes Sections 51.13 and 51.14 and

amends Section 51.12 to contain three new subsections: (a), (b) and (c). Subsections (a),

(b) and (c) will contain the prefacing language from Sections 51.12, 51.13 and 51.14,

respectively, and their defined terms listed beneath their respective prefacing language.

Accordingly, terms applicable to both major jurisdictional utility employees and vendors

will be listed under 5 1.12(a), terms applicable only to employees will be listed under

51.12(b), and terms only applicable to vendors will be listed under 51.12(c). The

remaining proposed sections will be renumbered.

I. § 51.12(a)5

The PUC received comments from CAUSE-PA and IRRC generally supporting

the language now in Section 51.12(a) but recommending amendments. CAUSE-PA

recommends adding to persons with disability and LGBTQ definitions “employee self-

identification and shall be confidential and voluntary on the part of the employee.”

CAUSE-PA’s Comments at 6-7. CAUSE-PA contends that it is important for utilities to

build an inclusive and welcoming workplace, where employees feel safe to be who they

are. Id. at 7. CAUSE-PA notes that disabilities are often not visible and that disclosure

of a disability to an employer can expose the person to disparate treatment by the

employer or their colleagues. Id. It must be clear to the employee that disclosure is

completely voluntary and will remain confidential. Id. at 7-8.

Formerly Section 51.12.
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IRRC also notes that the last sentences in “LGBTQ,” “person with disabilities”

and “operate” are substantive and should be moved to the body of the regulation or policy

statement. Ic/at 2. IRRC further advises that if the Policy Statement is amended to delete

Section 69.809, 52 Pa. Code § 69.809, the definition section of the final regulation should

be amended to reflect the correct citation to the Policy Statement. Id.

Disposition

The PUC agrees with CAUSE-PA’s recommendation that employee self-

identification must be confidential and voluntary on the part of the employee. Further,

the PUC adopts IRRC’s recommendation that the language directing the self-

identification and confidential treatment of persons with disability and LGBTQ status

should be moved to the body of the regulation to be consistent with the Style Manual.

Accordingly, the PUC amends the definition of”LGBTQ” in Section 5 1.12(a) by deleting

“Employer reporting on LGBTQ shall be based on employee self-identification.” In turn,

we add subsection (d) to Section 51.13 which now incorporates CAUSE-PA’s

recommended language which reads “reporting of persons with disability and LGBTQ

status shall be confidential and voluntary on the part of the employee.” This language

ensures the privacy of individuals who do not wish to be reported as a person with

disability or LGBTQ status. The PUC further corrects all the citing references to all of

the Diversity Policy Statement sections in Chapter 51.

2. § 51.12(b)6

The PUC received comments from CAUSE-PA, C&T Utilities, EAP, and IRRC

generally supporting the definitions now in Section 5 1.12(b) but recommending

amendments.

Formerly Section 51.13
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a. Removal of definitions not used in Diversity Reporting
Regulation

C&T Utilities, EAP and IRRC recommend removing definitions that do not appear

in Section 51.11 and 51.15. C&T Utilities Comments at 5 and EAP’s Comments at 4.

C&T UtiLities specifically notes that the term Minimum Improvement Level (MIL)

assumes a substantive evaluation of the “level or goal” that “indicates progress in a

preferred direction,” which is a matter of managerial discretion. C&T Utilities

Comments at 5. EAP asserts the proposed regulations would include definitions recently

modified or added to the Diversity Policy Statement but not used in the proposed

regulatory language set forth in the NOPR. EAP’s Comments at 3. EAP further notes

that the form also is part of the Diversity Policy Statement. Id. EAP disagrees with the

PUC’s rationale that “because the Diversity Policy Statement would be the predicate

recommendations for the contents being reported, there are definitions proposed for

inclusion in the regulation that would not be otherwise used in the regulation.” Id. At 4

(citing NOPR, 51 Pa. B. at 3135). EAP disagrees with this approach and contends that

definitions necessary to understand the Diversity Policy Statement are already contained

therein. Id. EAP requests that the following tenTis in Section 51.12(b) be stricken: “long

tenn plan,” “minimum improvement level,” “midterm plan,” “short term plan.” Id. At 4

n. 3. EAP also notes its concerns that the language as proposed blurs the line between

policy and regulatory obligation which sets the stage for future confusion between the

regulator and the regulated community. Id. At 3.

IRRC states that terms not used in the substantive section of the rulemaking

creates a compliance obligation that does not exist. Id. At 1. It notes that the inclusion of

definitions in a regulation that are not used in that regulation conflicts with guidance

provided in Section 2.12 of the PA Code & Bulletin Style Manual. IRRC suggests that

the PUC follow the PA Code & Bulletin Style Manual and delete terms that are not used

in Sections 51.11 and 51.15 of Section 51.12(a) or the annual report. Id. At 1-2.
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Disposition

With respect to the terms “long-term plan,” “minimum improvement level,”

“midterni plan,” “short term plan,” the PUC deletes these definitions from Section

51.12(b). The PUC agrees with C&T Utilities, EAP, and IRRC that since these terms are

not used in the regulation for diversity reporting they should not be defined here. As

such, the PUC deletes these terms from Section 51.12(b) and keeps these definitions in

the Policy Statement at Section 69.802 where they are used. 52 Pa. Code § 69.802. The

PUC also deletes language in the preamble of Section 51.12(b) that reads “and in the

Commission’s Diversity Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code § 69.80 1—69.808” since the

terms defined in Section 5 1.12(b) are not used in the Diversity Policy Statement.

In turn after the regulation becomes effective, the PUC will delete, in its entirety,

Section 69.802a, 52 Pa. Code § 69.802a, and combine all of the employer and vendor

terms together in one definitions section in the Policy Statement since both the employer

and vendor ternis are apparent as to their respective applicability in the Policy Statement.

b. The Use of “Not Hispanic or Latino”

CAUSE-PA recommends removing “Not Hispanic or Latino” from each identified

race in Section 51.12(b) because people who identify as Hispanic or Latino, an ethnicity,

should not be prevented from also indicating the race they identify as, if they so choose.

CAUSE-PA Comments at 9. CAUSE-PA posits that research suggests that separating

ethnicity from race in data reporting can cause inaccuracies in reporting. Id. It

acknowledges that these amendments would be different from the federal definitions

from which the PUC modeled its proposed definitions and would cause state reporting to

differ. However, CAUSE-PA generally suggests this challenge is not insurmountable

and not cost prohibitive. Id.
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IRRC notes that the term “Black or African-American” does not include “not

Hispanic or Latino” in parentheses like the other racial definitions. IRRC’s Comments at

3. IRRC points to CAUSE-PA’s comment regarding the use/non-use of “Not Hispanic or

Latino” and asserts that if the PUC believes CAUSE-PA’s suggestion improves the

clarity of the regulation and the form, then IRRC encourages this change to be made to

the final-font rulemaking. Id.

Disposition

The definitions being used to refer to race in the proposed rulemaking were carried

over from the PUC’s updated Diversity Policy Statement from 2020. See 52 Pa. Code

§ 69.802. In the PUC’s update to its Diversity Policy Statement, the PUC considered

comments from Aqua, Duquesne Light, EAP, PECO, and First Energy which all

recommended that the PUC use the EEOC’s EEO-l Report. See 51 Pa. B. 435 at 436.

We further noted in amending the Diversity Policy Statement that it was part of the

PUC’s goal to ensure consistent reporting of major jurisdictional utility diversity

reporting to multiple governmental agencies. The definitions of tents to describe race as

used in the Diversity Policy Statement are now used in this regulation. The PUC has

determined that these definitions are consistent with the EEO-l Report and will not make

any further changes to these definitions. However, with respect to IRRC’s comment

regarding the omission of “Not Nispanic or Latino” after “Black or African American”

this was incorrectly omitted, and the PUC adds “Not Hispanic or Latino” to the tent

“Black or African American” in Section 51.12(b).

3. § 51.12(c)7

C&T Utilities generally supports Section 51.12(c) but made recommendations for

amendments. C&T Utilities recommends removing the definition of “exempt

procurement” and “substantial objective.” C&T Utilities Comments at 5. It notes that

Formerly Section 51 . 14.
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these definitions are not used in the proposed regulations and should not be included in

the definitions section. Additionally, “substantial objective” is defined as one “which

demonstrates a major jurisdictional utility’s commitment to increase the share of the

utility’s purchases from and contracts with” diverse vendors. C&T Utilities suggests that

this seems to set a quota for assessing a utility’s performance, rather than establishing a

reporting requirement. Id.

Disposition

The PUC has reviewed Sections 51.11 and 51.13 and detenTlined that the terms

“Control,” “Operate,” “Subcontract” and “Substantial objective” are not used in Sections

51.11 or 51.13. We are mindful of IRRC’s comment, supra, that Section 2.12 of the

Pennsylvania Code & Bulletin Style Manual proscribes defining unused terms. While it

was initially the PUC’s intent to eliminate the definition sections in the Policy Statement,

52 Pa. Code § 69.802 and 69.802a. we now recognize that a definition section in the

Policy Statement is still necessary to include the terms only used in the Policy Statement.

Accordingly, the PUC will add these definitions to the Diversity Policy Statement at 52

Pa. Code § 69.802 after this rulemaking is concluded. Removing the term “substantial

objective” from the regulation also addresses C&T Utilities’ concern, stemming from this

term and definition, over the appearance of the PUC setting a quota. Since this term is

no longer defined in the regulation, this concern is no longer an issue.

With respect to the term “Exempt procurement” the PUC has made additional

amendments to the language now Section 51.13, infra, wherein this term is now used in

the regulation. Accordingly, we leave this term defined in Section 51.12(c).
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D. § 51 J38 -- Diversity Reporting Requirement.

The PUC received comments from CAUSE-PA. C&T Utilities. Duquesne Light,

EAP. IRRC, PECO. PGW, and UGI generally supporting the language now in Section

51.13 but recommending amendments.

I. Consistency of Terms Used

Prior to receiving public comments, the PUC received correspondence from the

OAG on May 5,2021, indicating that its approval of the PUC’s diversity reporting

regulation for form and legality was contingent upon the PUC replacing the term

“diverse-owned business” with “MBE’WBE.” The OAG explained that the PUC had not

defined “diverse-owned business” and therefore this term should not be used in Chapter

51.

Disposition

In accordance with the OAG’s required change, the PUC amends the language

now in Section 51.13 by removing the term “diverse-owned business” from subsection

(a)(8) and replaces this term with “MBE/WBE.” Additionally, the PUC keeps the ternis

“MBE” and “WBE” defined in Section 51.12(c) since these terms are now used in

Chapter 51.

2. Items Required for Reporting

CAUSE-PA asserts that the language now in Section 51.1 3(a)(2) should be

amended as follows: “goods and services, including the number of trainings, number of

attendees, department trained, and topics covered.” CAUSE-PA’s Comments at 10. It

contends that this amendment allows the PUC and stakeholders to evaluate the nature and

frequency of the trainings conducted. Id. CAUSE-PA also suggests that Section

Formerly Section 51.15
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51.13(a)(4) should be amended as follows: “[a] description of diversity recruiting

strategies, and how those strateEies are designed to reach underrepresented

communities,” Id. It asserts that this amendment will help the PUC determine if utilities

have promoted recruitment in communities that are underrepresented or at-need. Id. At

10-Il. Finally, CAUSE-PA recommends amending Section 51.l3(a)(6) to require annual

reporting related to “[a] description of diversity retention efforts, including identified

disparities in workforce retention.” Id. At II. CAUSE-PA contends that requiring

utilities to report not only on their diversity retention efforts, but also to specifically

identify disparities in the utilities’ ability to maintain diversity in the workforce since the

last annual report, will allow the PVC to better examine trends amongst utilities to recruit

and retain a diverse workforce.

Disposition

The PUC has previously encouraged major jurisdictional utilities to file diversity

reports with the PUC. In 2020, the PUC updated the recommended reporting criteria on

which the PUC received comments from the regulated community. See 51 Pa. B. 435.

The purpose of enumerating the reporting criteria was to encourage a more uniform

report of major jurisdictional utilities’ diversity efforts. As previously mentioned, supra,

this rulemaking is the next step where the PVC is now requiring major jurisdictional

utilities to file the diversity information that we previously recommended that major

jurisdictional utilities file. In order to maintain consistent records concerning major

jurisdictional utilities’ diversity data, the PVC makes no further changes to the reporting

criteria enumerated in Section 51.13.

3. Reporting Requirements for Smaller Major Jurisdictional Utilities

C&T Utilities suggests modif’ing the filing requirement to track the requirements

in 52 Pa. Code § 69.809(a). C&T Utilities Comments at 6. The PVC recently adopted an

Amended Policy Statement setting forth the elements of the expected annual diversity
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filing. 51 Pa. B. 435. Those requirements are repeated in Section 51.13(a) but with

slight modifications by eliminating the word “any” in requirements I through 7. Id.

C&T Utilities recommends reinserting “any” into those provisions. Id. Without the word

“any,” the regulations appear to presuppose that all of those items must be part of the

utility’s diversity efforts. Id. That conclusion would undennine the major jurisdictional

utility’s managerial discretion to establish and oversee the policies for the utility. Id.

C&T Utilities also suggests adding subsection (d) to Section 51.13 in

consideration of smaller utilities that meet the definition of a major jurisdictional utility.

Id. It recommends adding the following language to the proposed subsection: “For major

jurisdictional utilities with 100 employees or less, the PUC shall accept reports that vary

from the elements specified in subsection (a).” Id. At 8.

C&T Utilities submits that utilities with 100 employees or less are not required to

submit workforce data under the EEOC requirements. Id. At 6. Additionally, they are

not subject to the SEC regulations and do not file the SEC’s Diversity Assessment

Report. Id. At 6-7. C&T Utilities contends that unlike the larger utilities who are

required to compile data for the EEOC and/or SEC. the PUC’s filing requirements are

unique and provide incremental obligations for C&T Utilities members. Id. At 7. While

those utilities covered by the EEOC and/or SEC reporting regime may have

comprehensive systems to solicit data from new and existing employees, smaller entities

may not have the same robust information. C&T Utilities thus urges the PUC to be

flexible in evaluating the reporting elements submifted by smaller utilities. Id.

Disposition

The PUC makes no ftrther changes to the criteria listed in Section 51.13. The

reporting requirements enumerated in Section 51.13 are simpLy areas of inquiry of which

the PUC seeks to stay apprised. The determination not to carry over the use of the

modifier “any” from the Policy Statement to the regulation requires major jurisdictional
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utilities to report on all of the items listed in Section 5 1.13(a). The PUC finds C&T

Utilities concern unfounded. Aside from asserting that Section 51.13(a) infers those

major jurisdictional utilities must have the diversity efforts listed therein, C&T Utilities

points to no authority in the Public Utility Code, upon which the PUC could rely, to

compel major jurisdictional utilities to have the listed items. If a major jurisdictional

utility does not have an item listed under Section 51.13(a), the major jurisdictional utility

would simply report as such to the PUC. The PUC would have no thither recourse to

compel the majorjurisdictional utility to take thrther diversity efforts. As such, the PUC

refrains from changing the language in Section 5 1.13(a).

With respect to C&T Utilities’ request that the PUC create an exemption for

smaller major jurisdictional utilities reporting, the PUC refrains from creating such an

exemption. As previously discussed, the PUC cannot compel major jurisdictional

utilities to implement diversity programs. The reporting requirement in Section 51.13 is

simply requiring major jurisdictional utilities to report the items listed thereunder, and if

there are items which a major jurisdictional utility does not have, then that item shall be

reported as such. This regulation only compels reporting. and as such, there is no need to

create an exemption for smaller major jurisdictional utilities.

4. LGBTQ Reporting

EAP notes that Section 51.1 3(a)(3) does not include “LGBTQ” for reporting but

that the term is included on the form. EAP Comments at 7. EAP suggests that the

regulatory language be amended to include “LGBTQ” designation in the list of

demographic infornrntion reported. Id. IRRC points to and agrees with EAP’s comment

that “LGBTQ” should be added to subsection (a)(3) because it is noted on the

Demographics of Utility Workforce Form. IRRC Comments at 3. PGW also requests

that the PUC modify the regulatory language as the “LGBTQ” classification is not listed

but all other classifications are listed. PGW Comments at 3. It further notes that

“LGBTQ” is listed on the reporting form. Id. At 3.
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Disposition

The PUC agrees with EAP, IRRC and POW regarding the reporting of LGBTQ in

subsection (a)(3). The PUC initially omitted “LGBTQ” from the list in Section

51.13(a)(3) because the PVC was concerned with the voluntariness of reporting the

number of LGBTQ employees. However, with the addition of subsection (d) expressly

noting the voluntariness and confidentiality of major jurisdictional utilities’ employees

reporting their LGBTQ status, the PVC adds “LGBTQ” to the demographics to be

reported in subsection (a)(3).

5. Reporting Diversity on Default Service Procurement

Duquesne Light recommends inserting excepting language with respect to

procuring default service. Duquesne Light Comments at 3. It posits that these suppliers

are selected following the requirements of 52 Pa. Code § 54.186 which include, among

other things, an emphasis on the “least cost to customers over time.” Also, the size of

this purchase would overshadow diversity in the procurement of professional services,

equipment, and materials. Duquesne Light recommends inserting excepting language in

item (a)(8) so that default service procurement is excluded from the report in the

summary of the percentage of dollars spent with MBEs/WBEs versus businesses that are

not MBEs/WBEs. Id. By excluding default service supply, more focus can be placed on

areas of procurement for which the utility has more direct control, and which can

arguably have greater impact in the local community it serves. Id. At 3-4.

Disposition

The PUC agrees that default service procurement should be excluded from a major

jurisdictional utility’s reporting of diversity demographics. EDCs have to follow distinct

parameters when procuring default service and including default service providers as a

vendor would cause inaccuracies in EDCs’ reporting of their respective diversity

demographics among vendors. To address this issue, the PUC makes two amendments to

Chapter 51. First, we add to the definition of “Exempt procurement” in Section 5 1.12(c)
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subsection (v) to read, “default service procurement and implementation plans pursuant

to 52 Pa. Code § 54.186.” Second, we add a sentence to Section S1.13(a)(8) reading

“exempt procurements are excluded from this summary.” This amendment further

addresses C&T Utilities’ concern regarding the lack of use of the term “Exempt

procurement” in Chapter 51 and justifies keeping this term defined within the regulation

rather than the Policy Statement.

6. Time Period Being Reported, Report Date and Implementation
Date

SAP recommends moving the diversity reporting deadline to March 31. EAP

suggests that changing the reporting date from March 1 to March 3 1 of each year will

better align with other reports major jurisdictional utilities file annually. EAP Comments

at 7. EAP reads the NOPR as the diversity report due date as the March following a full

calendar year after the effective date. Id. SAP recommends making a clear effective date

for this new report. Id. Many of EAP’s members do not currently collect information

from employees concerning disability or LGBTQ designation either at the time of

employment or in an annual survey. and, when the information is solicited, the employee

option to respond is voluntary. Id. at 7. Majorjurisdictional utilities will be working to

build processes and systems and train employees to collect this information. Id. This

will take time, and SAP proposes that the first report under this new regulation be due no

earlier than March 31, 2023, for calendar year 2022. Id.

IRRC recognized that other commenters suggested that the regulation begin with

the data collection for January 1, 2022, through December 31, 2022, and that the

reporting obligation begin with the filing of a utility annual report in 2023. IRRC asks

that we consider the suggestion and amend the implementation timeline as suggested by

commenters or explain why it is not reasonable or appropriate to do so. Id. at 2.
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PGW also requests delaying the implementation and enforcement of the

mandatory reporting information in the NOPR until the March 2023 report (for 2022)

data. PGW Comments at 4. This will allow additional time for utilities, to implement the

necessary confidential data collection and storage processes to provide the PVC with the

requested information. Id.

PAWC notes that the rulemaking does not specify the time period that is to be

represented in each annual diversity report. PAWC Comments at 3. PAWC has

submitted past diversity reports for the calendar year (January I to December 31)

immediately preceding the March 1 filing date. Id. PAWC requests that the PVC specify

the time period for major jurisdictional utility reports as January I to December 31 of the

calendar year preceding the March I filing date. Id. at 3-4.

UGI also asks the PUC to clarify the tenTi “for the prior year” that it expects major

jurisdictional utilities to include in their report. UGI Comments at 7. Specifically, it

seeks clarification as to whether the reporting year will be done on a calendar year or a

fiscal year basis. Id. UGI further seeks clarification as to what date is to be used to

capture/complete the Demographics of Utility Workforce Form data. Id. UGI points to

Affirmative Action plans reports it files as of December 31 for employers with calendar

year plans and the EEO-1 Report, as examples of reports requiring employment data from

a workforce snapshot period, which is any pay period from October through December.

Id.

PECO suggests moving the diversity reporting deadline to March 31. Ii opines

that preparing diversity reports requires a concerted effort across its departments and its

other diversity reports in other jurisdictions are due on March 31 as opposed to March 1.

PECO Comments at I.
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Disposition

The PUC adopts PAWC and UGI’s recommendation and expressly states the time

period required for the diversity report. As such, the language “starting January 1 and

ending December 31” is added to the end of the first sentence of the language now in

Section 51.13(a). Further, we agree that the reporting date for the annual diversity report,

should be in line with other jurisdictional reporting dates, and so we adopt PECO’s

recommendation, to move the annual diversity report date to March 31.

Further, the PUG acknowledges that major jurisdictional utilities that do not

already track persons with disabilities and LGBTQ status will need time to implement the

proper procedures to accomplish this. As such, the PUG clarifies that the effective date

for major jurisdictional utilities to commence submitting their respective annual diversity

reports is March 31, 2023, beginning with the year 2022.

7. Demographics of Utility Workforce Reporting Treatment

Several commenters recommend the PUG should treat the demographic

information each major jurisdictional utility submits to the PUG as confidential.

EAP requests that the PUG consider including clarifying language in the final

regulations that would explicitly permit utilities to report metrics such as disability or

LGBTQ employee composition by indicating that such information is not collected by the

utility at this time. EAP Comments at 5. Such clarifying language would allow those

utilities with disability or LGBTQ data reporting processes in place to provide such

information immediately, while at the same time, clarifying the reporting obligations for

those utilities which must develop such reporting processes. Id. Ultimately, such a

caveat would allow for the data that is reported in this space to be more accurate and

precise. Id.
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IRRC raises concerns with how the PVC will handle the demographic information.

It asks the PUC if the public will have access to the information. LRRC recommends that

the PUC explain how the information will be treated in the Preamble to the final-form

regulation. IRRC Comment at 2.

Duquesne Light and PAWC individually note that the NOPR does not detail how

the information included in the annual diversity reports will be treated after filing.

Duquesne Light Comments at 2 and PAWC Comments at 2. Given the proprietary and

valuable nature of the information to be included in the annual diversity report, PAWC

believes that all information included in each annual diversity report should be treated as

confidential and be subject to a standing protective order to prevent public disclosure of

individual companies’ reports. PAWC Comments at 2. While it may be appropriate for

the PUC to make aggregate statistics public, PAWC submits that the information

contained in annual diversity reports should be subject to the confidentiality protections

established in 52 Pa. Code § 5.3 65. Id. at 2. PAWC believes that the internal strategic

information and vendor relationships, that are required to be contained in annual diversity

reports, quali as confidential information under Section 5.365. Id. at 3. PAWC further

requests that major jurisdictional utilities be exempt from filing a petition for protective

order when submitting annual diversity reports. Id. at 3.

Duquesne Light also notes that federal reporting by employers via the EEO-1

Report is not regularly made public. Duquesne Light Comments at 2. Additionally,

Duquesne Light contends that confidential reporting encourages openness. Duquesne

Light further explains that as utilities build their internal diversity and inclusion

programs, they will need time to communicate data and benchmark internally with their

workforce, prior to making it available to the general public. Id.

UGI comments that the PUC strikes the appropriate balance with regard to

reporting LGBTQ employees between privacy and disclosure as “the form would include
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the number of LGBTQ employees that a major jurisdictional utility employs with the

caveat that only employees who agree to be counted in LGBTQ diversity report may be

included in the report.” UGI Comments at 5.

Disposition

As previously noted, the reporting of persons with disability and LGBTQ could

raise privacy concerns. Expressly recognizing this information and the data reported as

confidential, provides protection from public disclosure, namely the Right-to-Know Law,

65 P.S. § § 67.101-67.3104. Furthermore, we recognize that this information will contain

proprietary information regarding individual major jurisdictional utilities’ diversity

initiatives which may provide a competitive advantage to individual major jurisdictional

utilities. As such, the PVC has a duty to protect such competitive information from

public disclosure. Accordingly, the PVC amends Section 51.13 by amending subsection

(b) to read “[t]his information and form shall be filed confidentially in conformance with

52 Pa. Code § 1.32, at a major jurisdictional utility’s A-docket.”

Further, we add subsection (e) that will read “the information and form filed shall

be confidential.” The Commission will treat the information and form as exempt from

public disclosure under sections 67.707(b) (relating to treatment of requests for trade

secrets and confidential proprietary information) and 67.708(b)(5) (disability status),

(b)(6) (personal identification information), (b)(1 I) (trade secrets or confidential

proprietary information), and (b)(28) (eligibility to receive social services) of the Right-

to-Know Law (65 P.S. § 67.707(b), 67.708(b)(5), (6), (11), and (28)) regarding

exceptions for public records. In addition, pursuant to the right to privacy under the

Pennsylvania Constitution, as espoused by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in

Pennsylvania State Education Association v. OffIce of Open Records, 148 A.3d 142 (Pa.

2016), the PUC shall assert that the personal information relating to employees as

submitted by a major jurisdictional utility’ to the PVC is exempt from disclosure.
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E. Utility Workforce Form

The PVC received comments from CAUSE-PA, Duquesne Light, EAP, PAWC

and UGI regarding the Demographics of Utility Workforce Form. PAWC expressed

general support for the Demographics of Utility Workforce Form in its current state.

PAWC’s Comments at 3. CAUSE-PA, Duquesne Light, EAP and UGI recommended

amendments which we address.

1. Gender

CAUSE-PA recommends including the following two additional selections for

Gender: “Nonbinary” and “Prefer to Self-Describe.” CAUSE-PA’s comments at 11-12.

CAUSE-PA notes that other Commonwealth agencies have moved towards more

inclusive reporting and gender identity such as PennDOT adding a nonbinaiy option for

driver licenses. PennDOT now offers an “X” instead of”M” or “F.” Id. at 12.

Duquesne Light is supportive of the PUC’s efforts to be inclusive of all gender and

sexual identities through the expansion of its definition of LGBTQ in the 2020 updates to

the Policy Statement. With respect to the Demographic Composition of Workforce

Form, it recommends including a third option for major jurisdictional utility employees

who do not self-identify as either male or female. Id. Duquesne Light suggests in the

alternative that the PUC could add a footnote to explicitly state that the two gender

columns may not be inclusive of all employees under each job category. Id. at 3.

Disposition

In order to ensure accurate reporting, the PVC keeps gender limited to male and

female. The term “LGBTQ” encompasses individuals who are transgender and1or

individuals who identify their gender as non-binary. As the term “LGBTQ” already

accounts for these individuals, the addition of a third option for gender could cause

inaccurate results.
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2. LGBTQ Reported in Aggregate

EAP notes that the PUC-requested reporting is based on the EEO-l Report, which

requires disclosure on workforce demographics by job category. The EEO-1 Report,

however, does not include LGBTQ as a reportable category’. Id. at 5-6 n.4. EAP

recommends that the PUC consider requiring that the information for LGBTQ be

reported in the aggregate because reporting LGBTQ information by job category could

undermine privacy in the event the category size is small. Id. at 6 n.4.

EAP also raises concerns that the guidelines in the Diversity Policy Statement

remain discrecionan’ and believes the proposed fonit necessary to comply with the

reporting requirement should be included in the regulation. Id. at 6. EAP contends that

the form must be codified in some way to maintain clear expectations and avoid any

changes that are not vetted through the public regulatory process. Id. at 6.

Disposition

As has been previously addressed, sup/v. the diversity data being filed pursuant to

Section 51.13 will be confidential and not subject to public disclosure. As this

information will be treated as confidential, there is no need to aggregate the diversity data

regarding LGBTQ status. Further, we have expressly noted in the regulation and on the

Demographics of Utility Workforce Form that the reporting of LGBTQ status is purely

voluntary on the part of the employee identifying as such. With these safeguards in place

for both persons with disability and persons identifying as LGBTQ, the PUC keeps

LGBTQ as a distinct category for each job title on the Demographics of Utility

Workforce Form.

With respect to EAP’s concern of codifying the Demographics of Utility

Workforce form, we reiterate that it is the regulation, not a form, that specifies the

information to be reported. The form does not control what is to be reported. The PUC

has expressly noted in Section 51.13(a)(3) that all of the diversity demographic data is to
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be reported by entry on the Demographics of Utility Workforce form which will be

provided by the PUC. The PUC makes the Demographics of Utility Workforce Form, as

presently designed and as may be changed from time to time, available with the other

fonns the PUC makes available to public utilities.

3. Job Categories

UGI notes that the FF0-I Report includes separate job categories for “Sales

Workers,” “Craft Workers,” “Operatives,” “Laborers and Helpers,” and “Service

Workers” to report the number of diverse employees filling these roles. UGI’s

Comments at 6. UGI notes that the PUC’s Demographics of Utility Workforce form does

not have these categories and asks if these employee positions should be put in the “All

Others” category. Id. UGE specifically asks if “Sales Workers” should be included in

“Professional” category or in the “All Others” category. Id. UGI also asks for

clarification of whether the PUC expects major jurisdictional utilities to report on

activities related to the diversity programs mentioned in the revised policy statement, 52

Pa. Code § 69.803-69.808. Id. at 6-7.

Disposition

The PUC amends the Demographics of Utility Workforce Form to include Sales

Workers,” “Craft Workers,” “Operatives,” “Laborers and Helpers,” and “Service

Workers.” In turn, we delete “All Others” so that the Demographics of Utility Workforce

Form is more closely aligned with the EEO-l Report. To be clear, the Diversity Policy

Statement does not impose any duty on major jurisdictional utilities. Regardless of

whether a major jurisdictional utility has implemented programs to develop diversity, this

regulation directs all major jurisdictional utilities to report all of the items listed in

Section 51.13(a). The only information majorjurisdictional utilities are compelled to file

is listed in Section 51.13(a). The PUC is not directing the filing of any other information

not listed in Section 51.13(a).
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CONCLUSION

Accordingly, pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. § 501 and 504, we adopt as final, the

revisions to 52 Pa. Code § 5] .11-51.13 as set forth in Annex A, attached hereto. We

note that any issue, comment, or reply comment requesting a further change to this

Rulemaking or objecting to a possible change, but which we may not have specifically

delineated herein, shall be deemed to have been duly considered and denied at this time

without further discussion. The PUC is not required to consider expressly or at length

each contention or argument raised by the parties. Consolidated Rail Corp. v. Pa. Pub.

(hit Comm ii., 625 A.2d 741 (Pa. Crnwlth. 1993); see also. generalli’, U ofPA i’. Pa. Pa.

Pub. Connn’n., 485 A.2d 1217 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1984); THEREFORE,

IT IS ORDERED:

1. That the PUC hereby adopts the revised final regulations as set forth in

Annex A to this Final Rulemaking Order.

2. The Secretary shall serve a copy of this Final Rulemaking Order and Annex

A on all major jurisdictional utilities and all other parties to this proceeding.

3. That a copy of this Final Rulemaking Order and Annex A shall be posted

on the PUC’s website.

4. That the Law Bureau shall submit this Final Rulemaking Order and Annex

A for review by the Legislative Standing Committees and for review and approval by the

Independent Regulatory Review Commission.

5. That thereafter the Law Bureau shall submit this Final Rulemaking Order

and Annex A to the Office of Attorney General for review as to form and legality and to

the Governor’s Budget Office for review of fiscal impact.
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6. That thereafter the Law Bureau shall submit this Final Rulemaking Order

and Annex A to the Legislative Reference Bureau for publication in the Pennsylvania

Bulletin

7. That the final regulations embodied in Annex A shall become effective

upon publication of the Final Rulemaking Order and Annex A in the Pennsylvania

Bulletin

8. The contact persons for this Final Rulemaking are Joseph P. Cardinale, Jr.

Assistant Counsel, icardinale(pa.gov, and Rhonda L. Daviston, Assistant Counsel,

rdaviston(äpa.gov,

(SEAL)

BY THE COMMISSION,

ORDER ADOPTED: April 14, 2022

ORDER ENTERED: April 14, 2022

Rosemary Chiavefta,
Secretary
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Appendix A

Demographic Composition of Workforce

Form to be used by
Major Jurisdictional Utilities

Providing Electric, Natural Gas, Water, Wastewater, and
Telecommunications Services



Demographics of Utility Workforce 52 Pa. Code ½ 51.11-51.13

Utility Name: Year
Total Number of Employees:

A-Docket Number: Reported:
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Disabiliti LGBTQ

g lPDh
Gender

Hispanic . {Qfljy employees
Veteran

or Not Hispanic or Latino empioye who agreed

j I.atino es who

categories agreed to reported)
be

reported)

Native Native Two
Black or

. . American or Hawaiian or
Male Female White African- Asian

. Alaska or Pacific more
American

Native Islander races

Executive/Seni
or Level

Officials &
Managers

First/Mid-Level
Officials &
Managers

Professionals

Technicians

Sales Workers

Administrative
Support
Workers

Craft Workers
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ANNEX A
TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTILITIES

PART I. PUBLIC UTELITY COMMISSION
Subpart C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES
CHAPTER 51. GENERAL PROVISIONS

DIVERSITY

§ 51.11. General.

Diversity in an economic reality’ that each major jurisdictional utility’ is expected to
recognize in its corporate strategy now and in the ifiture. The Commission’s Diversity
Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code § 69.801 69.809 69.808 provides recommendations
for addressing suek diversity issues. While the means by which a major jurisdictional
utility addresses diversity in its workforce and vendor supply chains should be utility-
specific, the results of such efforts shall be reported IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS
CHAPTER annually by each major jurisdictional utility. FAILURE TO CONFORM
WITH THIS CHAPTER MAY RESULT IN CIVIL PENALTIES PURSUANT TO 66
PA.C.S. § 3301 (RELATING TO CIVIL PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS).

§ 51.12. Definitions applicable to employee and vendor diversity

(A) The followina words and terms, when used in § 51.11 and 51.15 51.13 and in the
Commission’s Diversity Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code §S 69.801 69.809 69.808J
the context of major jurisdictional utility employees and vendors have the following
meanings:

Diversity—The attainment of organizational obiectives by maximizing the contributions
of individuals from every segment of the population including minorities, women,
persons with disabilities, LGBTO and veterans.

LGBTQ—Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender. queer and questioning. This term also
includes gender non-conforming individuals. Employcr reporting on LGBTO shall be
based on employee self identification.

Major jurisdictional utility—An electric, natural gas, water or wastewater utility whose
net plant in service is valued at $10 million or more. The term includes maior
telecommunications utilities with 50,000 or more access linen.



Person it’ll/i disabilities—A person who has a disability as defined in the Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA). 42 U.S.C.A. 12102. Employer reporting on person with
dinabihhes ha1l be based on employee self identification.

Veteran—A person who meets any veteran category defined in 42 C.F.R. 6 1-300.2.

(B)THE FOLLOW[NG WORDS AND TERMS, WHEN USED [N § 51.11 AND 51.13
IN THE CONTEXT OF MAJOR JURISDICTIONAL UTILITY EMPLOYEES HAVE
THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS:

BLACK OR AFRiCAN-AMERICAN (NOT HISPANIC OR LATINO)—A PERSON
HAVING ORIGINS IN ANY OF THE BLACK RACIAL GROUPS OF AFRICA.

ASiAN (NOT HiSPANIC OR LA TINO)—A PERSON HAVING ORIGINS IN ANY OF
THE ORIGINAL PEOPLES OF THE FAR EAST, SOUTHEAST ASIA, OR THE
INDIAN SUBCONTINENT. INCLUDING, FOR EXAMPLE, CAMBODIA, CHINA.
INDIA. JAPAN, KOREA. MALAYSiA, PAKISTAN, THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
THAILAND AND VIETNAM.

HISPANJC OR LATINO—A PERSON OF CUBAN, MEXICAN, PUERTO RICAN,
SOUTH OR CENTRAL AMERICAN, OR OTHER SPANISH CULTURE OR ORIGIN
REGARDLESS OF RACE.

NATIVE AMERICAN OR ALASKA NATIVE (NOT HISPANIC OR LA TJNO)—A
PERSON HAVING ORIGINS IN ANY OF THE ORIGINAL PEOPLES OF NORTH
AND SOUTH AMERICA (INCLUDING CENTRAL AMERICA) AND WHO
MAINTAIN TRIBAL AFFILIATION OR COMMUNITY ATTACHMENT.

NATIVE HA WA HAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER (NOT HISPANIC OR LA TLVO)—A
PERSON HAVING ORIGINS IN ANY OF THE PEOPLES OF HAWAII, GUAM,
SAMOA OR OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDS.

TWO OR MORE RACES (NOT HISPANIC OR LA TINO)—A PERSON WHO
IDENTIFIES WITH MORE THAN ONE OF THE FIVE RACES IDENTIFIED IN THIS
SECTION.

WHITE (NOTHISPANIC OR LATJNO)—A PERSON HAVING ORIGINS IN ANY OF
THE ORIGINAL PEOPLES OF EUROPE, THE MIDDLE EAST, OR NORTH
AFRICA.
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(C) THE FOLLOWING WORDS AND TERMS, WHEN USED IN § 51.11 AND 51.13
AND IN THE COMMISSION’S DIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT AT 52
PA. CODE § 69.801—69.808, IN THE CONTEXT OF A VENDOR WITH WHOM A
MAJOR JURISDICTIONAL UTILITY DOES BUSINESS, HAVE THE FOLLOWING
MEANINGS, UNLESS THE CONTEXT CLEARLY INDICATES OTHERWISE:

EXEMPT PROCUREMENT—A PRODUCT OR SERVICE WHICH MAYBE
REMOVED FROM THE DOLLAR BASE USED TO ESTABLISH MINIMUM
IMPROVEMENT LEVELS, BECAUSE OF THE DEMONSTRATED
UNAVAILABILITY OF A MINORITY/WOMEN/PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES/LGBTQ/VETERAN-OWNED BUSINESS CURRENTLY CAPABLE
OF SUPPLYING A PRODUCT OR SERVICE. THE TERM MAY ALSO INCLUDE
ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS:

(I) THE VENDOR IS THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER.

(II) THE VENDOR IS THE ONLY KNOWN SOURCE OF THE PRODUCT OR
SERVICE.

(III) A PLANT EMERGENCY SITUATION DICTATES USE OF A SPECIFIC
VENDOR.

(IV) THE PURCHASE IS FROM AN AFFILIATE, CORPORATE PARENT, OR
A SUBSIDIARY.

(V) DEFAULT SERVICE PROCUREMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
PLANS PURSUANT TO 52 PA. CODE § 54.186.

MINORITY—BLACK AMERICAN, HISPANIC AMERICAN, NATIVE AMERICAN,
ASIAN-PACIFIC AMERICAN OR ANY OTHER SOCIALLY DISADVANTAGED
INDIVIDUAL AS DEFINED IN 13 CFR § 124.103.

MBE—MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE—A BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
THAT IS AT LEAST 51% OWNED BY A MINORITY INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP OR
INDIVIDUALS; OR A PUBLICLY-OWNED BUSINESS THAT HAS AT LEAST 51%
OF ITS STOCK OWNED BY ONE OR MORE MINORITY INDIVIDUALS, AND
WHOSE MANAGEMENT AND DAILY BUSINESS OPERATIONS ARE
CONTROLLED BY THESE INDIVIDUALS.

WBE-WOMEN-O WNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE—A BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
THAT IS AT LEAST 51% OWNED BY A WOMAN OR WOMEN; OR A PUBLICLY
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OWNED BUSINESS THAT HAS AT LEAST 51% OF ITS STOCK OWNED BY ONE
OR MORE WOMEN. AND WHOSE MANAGEMENT AND DAILY BUSINESS
OPERATIONS ARE CONTROLLED BY ONE OR MORE WOMEN.

$ 51.13. Definitions for reporting employee statistics.

The following words and terms, when used in 51.11 and 51.15 and in the
Commission’s Diversity Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code S 69.80 1 69.809, in the
context of maior jurisdictional utility employees have the following meanings:

Black orAfrican American A person having origins in any of the black racial groups
of Africa.

Asian (Not Hispanic or Latino) A person having origins in any of the original peoples
of the Far East, Southeast Asia. or the Indian subcontinent, including, for example,
Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine Islands,
Thailand and Vietnam.

Hispanic or Latino A person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican. South or Central
American, or other Spanish culture or origin regardless of race.

Long term plan A plan applicable to a period of 5 yearn.

AfiL Minimum hnprovcmcnt Level A level or goal which, when achieved, indicates
progress in a prefeffed direction.

Midterm plan A plan applicable to a period of 3 yen

Native American or Alaska Native (Not Hispanic or Latino) A person having origins
in any of the original peoples of North and South America (Including Central America)
and who maintain tribal affiliation or community attachment.

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (Not Hispanic or Latino) A person having
origins in any of the peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa or other Pacific Islands.

Short term plan A plan applicable to a period of 1 year.

Two or more i-aces (Not Hispanic or Latino) A person who identifies with more than
one of the five races identified in this section.

White (Not Hispanic or Latino) A person having origins in any of the original peoples
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of Europe. the Middle East. or Noph Afflea.

4-51.11. Definitions for reporting vendor stat st es

The following words and terms, when used in 51.11 and 51 IS and in the
Commission’s Diversity Policy Statement at 52 Pa. Code 69.80 1 69.809, in the
context of a vendor with whom a major jurisdicdonpl utility does business have the
following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherise:

conrivi the exercise of the power to make policy decisions.

tcmpt Procurement A product or zen’ice which may be removed from the dollar
base used to establish minimum improvement levels, because of the demonstrated
unavailability of a minority/women/people with disabilities/LOBTO/veteran owned
business cunently capable of supplying a proGuL. UI sen’ice. The te may also include
one or more of the following lLA.JIL3.

(i) The vendor is the original equipment manufaethrer.

(ii) The vendor is the only lmown source of the product or sen’iee.

(iifl A plant emergency sithafion dictates use of a specific vendor.

(iv) The purchase is from an affiliate, corporate parent, or a subsidiary.

AfflE Minorifl’ Owned Business Enterprise A business enterprise that is at least 51 °L
owned by a minorj individual or goup or indidupls: or a publicly owned business
that has at least 51 of its stock owned by onc or more minority individuals, and whose

mana:ement and daily business operations arc conftolled by these individuals.

Minority Black American, Hispanic American, Native American, Asian Pacific
American, or any other socially disadvantaged individual as defined in 13 C.F.R.

121.103.

Operate Active involvement in the day to day managemcnt. The term involves more

than sen-ing as an officer or director.

Subcontract An agreement or arangement beveen a contractor and a part,’ or
person in which the entitics do not stand in the relationship of an employer and an

employee for the ffimishing of supplies or ser,’ices for the use of real or personal

propet,’, including lease anangements, which in whole or in pan, is neccssa’ to the
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performance of any one or morc contracts.

Substantial obfcctjvp An objective that is achievable and which demonstrates a major
jurisdictional utility’s commitment to increase the share of the utility’s purchases from
and contracts from minority!womca’pcrsons with disabilifics,GBTO!vctemn oed
businesses.

WBE Women Owned Business Enterprise A busincos enterprise that is at least 51%
owned by a woman or women: org publicly owned business that has at least 51% of its
steek owned by one or more women, and whose management and daily business
operations are controlled by one or more women.

§ 51.15 §51.13. Diversity reporting requirement.

(a) Each major jurisdictional utility shall file with the Secretary of the Commission by

prior year STARTING JANUARY 1 AND ENDING DECEMBER 3!. The annual
report shall contain the following elements:

(1) A copy of corporate policy committed to improving diversity in the workplace
and in the procurement process.

(2) A description of training implemented on diversity initiatives in employment
and in the contract of goods and services.

(3) The demographic composition of the major jurisdictional utility’s workforce,
reporting the number of employees by gender, race and ethnicity, LGBTQ, persons with
disabilities and veterans, on a form, Demographics of Utility Workforce to be provided
by the Commission.

(4) A description of diversity recruiting strategies.

(5) A description of diversity promotion efforts.

(6) A description of diversity retention efforts.

(7) A brief description of involvement with organizations promoting diversity.

(8) A brief summary of diverse owned businesses MBEs/WBEs that the major
jurisdictional utility contracts with for goods and services. Include percentage of dollars
spent with diverse .3 h..r,,..r.,., MBEsIWBEs versus businesses THAT ARE NOT

March 431 of each year, an annual report describing its diversity program activity for the
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MBEs/WBEs. EXEMPT PROCUREMENTS ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS
SUMMARY.

(b) This information and form shall be filed CONFIDENTIALLY IN CONFORMANCE
WITH THE FILING SPECIFICAT[ONS AT 52 PA. CODE § 1.32, at a major
jurisdictional utility’s A-docket.

(c) The Commission will use all available remedies to ensure repothn% compliance
includin2 fines.
(D) REPORTING OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITY AND LGBTQ STATUS SHALL
BE CONFIDENTIAL AND VOLUNTARY ON THE PART OF THE EMPLOYEE.

(E) THE INFORMATION AND FORM FILED SHALL BE CONFIDENTIAL.

(F) MAJOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS UTILITIES WITH 50,000 OR MORE
ACCESS LINES ARE NOT REQUIRED TO, BUT SHOULD, SUBMIT REPORTS
PURSUANT TO 52 PA. CODE CHAPTER 51.

7
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for Public Meeting held April 14, 2022
Diversity Reporting of Major 3017284-LAW
Jurisdictional Utilities Docket No. L-2020-30 17284

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GLADYS BROWN DUTRIEUILLE

At the Februan’ 6.2020 public meeting, I issued a motion directing an update of our
diversity reporting policy statement and directed that the updated policy statement be
turned into a regulation. Today is just over two years later, but not that long ago in
regulatory time, and the Commission considers the diversity reporting final rulemaking
order.

This rulemaking order requires each major jurisdictional utility, those with net plant in
service of$10 million or more, to annually file:

(1) A copy of corporate policy committed to improving diversity in the
workplace and in the procurement process.

(2) A description of training implemented on diversity initiatives in
employment and in the contract of goods and services.

(3) The demographic composition of the major jurisdictional utility’s
workforce, reporting the number of employees by gender, race and
ethnicity. LGBTQ, persons with disabilities and veterans.

(4) A description of diversity recruiting strategies.

(5) A description of diversity promotion efforts.

(6) A description of diversity retention efforts.

(7) A brief description of involvement with organizations promoting
diversity.

(8) A summary of diverse businesses that the utility contracts with for
goods and services, including the percentage of dollars spent with diverse
and non-diverse businesses.



Corporate diversity is not just a social justice issue, it is a financial issue. Recent studies
have documented the relationship between diversity and improved financial
performance.’ I have noted before that Pennsylvania is a diverse state when it comes to
energy production, natural resources, manufacturing, agriculture, and last, but not least,
the citizens of the Commonwealth. Ourjurisdictional public utilities, as regulated
monopolies, have a unique connection to the communities they serve and should draw on
the strengths provided by the diverse citizens of this state, whom I might add are also
utility customers. Properly structured, diversity programs can successfully leverage
untapped talent pools in this time of increased utility workforce retirements. I believe
that the transparency that comes with this reporting requirement is beneficial on many
levels, and will strengthen the overall goal to’vard reliability in utility’ service.

This rulemaking does acknowledge statutory’ limitations for additional reporting
requirements on certain entities under Subsections 3015 (e-t) of the Public Utility Code,
66 Pa. C.S. § (e-fl. which arguably constrain the Commission from requiring additional
reports from the major telecommunication utilities. Although this rulemaking does not
require reporting by such companies. I believe that most, if not all, have a good story to
tell, which can be done through voluntarily filing this report.

I wish to thank Law Bureau staff for their diligent work on this rulemaking, as well as the
many Commenters whose views enriched the docket.

April 14. 2022

_________________________________

DATE Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, Chairman

I https:J/www.barrons.com/articles/how-a-diverse-workforce-can-help-company-performance-5 I 546625800
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HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17120

May 19. 2022

Independent Regulatory’ Review Commission
333 Market Street
14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Via EMAIL: irrc:’äirrc.state.pa.us Read Receipt Requested

Re: PUC Docket No. L-2020-3017284; Fiscal Note No. 57-332; IRRC No. 3304
Final-Form Rulemaking: for Divers i/v Reporthig ofMajor Jurisdictional
Utilities, 52 Pa. Code §4’ 51.!! —51.13

Good Day:

Enclosed are regulatory documents concerning the captioned final-form
rulemaking as promulgated by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC). The
PUC entered and served its final rulemaking order in this matter on April 14. 2022.

Regulatory documents for this final-form rulemaking are also being delivered via
email on this date to the majority chair of the Senate Committee on Consumer Protection
and Professional Licensure, to the majority and minority chairs of the I-louse Consumer
Affairs Committee (collectively, Legislative Committees), and to the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC).

On December 17, 2020, the PUC delivered regulatory documents for the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) that gave rise to this final-form rulemaking to the
majority and minority chairs of the Legislative Committees. the Legislative Reference
Bureau, and IRRC. The NOPR was published at 51 Pa.B. 3134 (June 5. 2021).

In compliance with 71 P.S. § 745.5(c), the PUC has previously provided the
Legislative Committees and IRRC with copies of all public comments and reply
comments received by’ the PUC regarding this rulemaking. In preparing this final-form
rulemaking. the PUC has considered all comments received from IRRC, the Office of the
Attorney General, and the public regarding this rulemaking.

A copy of the PVC’s final-form rulemaking order (Preamble and Annex) with the
Chairman’s Statement were served on all pubLic commentators and reply commentators



I RRC
Final-form Regulation: PUC Docket No. L-2020-30 17284; Fiscal Note No. 57-332; IRRC No. 3304
May 19, 2022
Page 2

in this rulemaking on December 9, 2021, the date on which the PUC entered the final
rulemaking order.

A copy of the PVC’s final-form rulemaking order was sen’ed on all public
commentators and reply commentators in this rulemaking on April 14. 2022. the date on
which the PVC entered the final rulemaking order.

Sincerely.

jnndo 0t dfich
Renardo L. Hicks
Chief Counsel

Enclosures:
Face Sheet & Executive Summary’
Regulatory Analysis Form
Final Rulemaking Order
Statement of Chairman Gladys Brown Dutrieuille
Annex A
Regulatory Diversity Form
Fiscal Note
List of Commentators/Parties of Record Names and Addresses
Acknowledgements of Receipt of Delivery from the Legislative Committees

Transmittals with enclosures to:
The Honorable Robert Tomlinson, via email do Tammy Blauch,

tb1auch(1Ipasen.ov and Jennifer Smeltz, jmsmeItz(’?iasen.gov
The Honorable Lisa Boscola, via email c/o Seth Rolko.

seth.rolkoaE:pasenate.com and Enid Vazquez,
eni d .vazg uez 21:pasenate. com

The Honorable Jim Marshall, via email c/o Nancy Lane,
n1ane(Dpahousegop.com. and Phil Kirchner,
pkirchner@pahousegop.com. and McClain Fultz,
mfultz(Wpahousegoy.com

The Honorable Robert F. Matzie. via email c/o Elizabeth Rosentel.
erosenteh7pahouse.net and Patrick Grill. prill’iIpahouse.net

Transmittals without enclosures to:
List of Commentators/Parties of Record
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cc: JJ Livingston, PUC Legislative Affairs Director, jerlivins@pnov
Patricia Wiedt, PUC Deputy Chief Counsel, pweidt(pa.gov
Joe Cardinale. PUC Assistant Counsel. jcardinale(Ipa.gov
Rhonda Daviston. Assistant Counsel, rdaciston(i1pa.gov
Karen Thorne, PUC Regulatory Review Assistant, kathornelpa.gov



Kathy Cooper

From: Blauch, Tammy <tblauch@pasen.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 3:29 PM

To: Thorne, Karen
Subject: RE: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major

Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa. Code § 51.11 —51.13

Received.
RECEIVED

3LcivcJi
MAY 20 2Q72

Executive Secretary
Office of Senator Robert M. Tomlinson Iiidepeiiden t Regulatory
Room 286 Main Capitol BUilding Review Corn in ission
Hathsburg, PA 17120
(717)-787-5072
Fax: (717)772-2991
tbIauch@yasen.gy

From: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 3:25 PM

To: Blauch, Tammy <tblauch@pasen.gov>; Livingston, ii <jerlivingspa.gov>; Smeltz, Jennifer <jmsmeltz@pasen.gov>

Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <flnksmith@pa.gov>; Wiedt, Patricia <pwiedtpa.gov>; Cardinale, joe <jcardinale@pa.gov>;

Daviston, Rhonda <RDAVISTON@pa.gov>
Subject: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa. Code §
51.11 —51.13

Good afternoon,
Please find enclosed the above-referenced final rulemaking documents.

_____ _____________

• CAUTION : External Email S

____________________

Karen Thorne, RRA
P0 Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Ph: (717) 772-4597

1



Kathy Cooper

From: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Sent Friday, May 20, 2022 3:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major

Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa. Code § 51.11 —51.13

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

RECEIVW
Here you goW
Thankyoull! MAY 20 2022

From: Rolko, Seth <Seth.Rolko@pasenate.com>
Independent Regulatory

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2022 12:42 PM
Review Commission

To: Thorne, Karen <katharne@pa.gov>; Vazquez, Enid <Enid.vazquez@pasenate.com>; Living5ton, ii

<jerlivings@pa.gov>
Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>; Wiedt, Patricia <pwiedt@pa.gov>; Cardinale, Joe <jcardinale@pa.gov>;

Daviston, Rhonda <RDAVISTON@pa.gov>
Subject: RE: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Majoriurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa.

Code § 51.11—51.13

Received. Thank you.

From: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 3:33 PM

To: Rolko, Seth <seth.rolkopasenate.com>; Vazquez, Enid <enid.vazguez@pasenate.com>; Livingston, ii

<ierlivings@pa.gov>
Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@p&gov>; Wiedt, Patricia <pwiedt@pa.gov>; Cardinale, ioe <icardinale@pa.gov>;

Daviston, Rhonda <RDAVlSTON@’pa.gov>
Subject: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa. Code §
51.11—51.13

• EXTERNAL EMAIL.

Good afternoon,

Please find enclosed the above-referenced final rulemaking documents.

Karen Thorne, RRA

PC BOX 3265

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Ph: (717) 772-4597

This message and any attachment may contain privileged or confidential information intended solely for the use of the
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person to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not the intended recipient then be advised that forwarding,
communicating, disseminating, copying or using this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If you receive this
message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the information without saving any copies.
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Kathy Cooper

From: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Sent Friday, May 20, 2022 4:02 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: L-2020-3017284 S7-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major

Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa. Code § 51.11—51.13

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Matzie’s Office got back to me!!! IFIJEIx7ED
Thank you.

MAY 202022

From: Fouse, Laurie <LFouse@pahouse.net> Independent Regulatory
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 4:03 PM Review Commission
To: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Subject: RE: L-2O20-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa.
Code § 51.11 — 51.13

Hi Karen — I have received your email and forward it to Rep. Matzie. Thank you and enjoy
your evening.

Laurie FoLise-Miller
Office of Stale Representative Robert F. “Rob” Matzie
PA House of Representatives

121 Irvis Office Building
Harrisburg. PA 17120-2016
717-787-4444
FAX:717-780-4772

Ifousejpahouse. net

From: Thorne, Karen <kathornepa.gov>

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 3:58 PM

To: Rosentel, Elizabeth <ERosentepahouse.net>; Fouse, Laurie <LFouse@pahouse.net>; Grill, Patrick

<PG nIl @pa house, net>

Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>; Wiedt, Patricia <pwiedt@pa.gov>; Cardinale, Joe <jcardinalepa.gov>;

Daviston, Rhonda cRDAVl5TONpa.gov>; Livingston, Ji <jerlivings@pa.gov>
Subject: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa. Code §
51.11—51.13

Good afternoon,

Please find enclosed the above-referenced final rulemaking documents.
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Karen Thorne, BRA
PC Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Ph: (717) 772-4597
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Kathy Cooper

From: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Sent Friday, May 20, 2022 4:09 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major

Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa. Code § 51.11 —51.13

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

CAUTION: ‘EXTERNAL SENDER This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

RECEIVED
I think this rounds out all the “received” email from the four Leg Comm offices.
Thank you! MAY 202022

Inclepeziclent Reoulatory
From: Nancy Lane <Nlane@pahousegop.com> .

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2022 4:07 PM
Reviev Commission

To: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Subject: RE: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of Major Jurisdictional Utilities, 52 Pa.
Code § 51.11—51.13

Received

WancyS. Lane
Legisthtive ,4thninistrative fissistant to

Jim 9vtarsflai4 91ajohty Chairman
ConsumerAff’ irs Committee
‘Rpom 105 yan Office ‘Buirthi,g
cEnzaiE nthne@pahousegop.com
‘Phone (717) 260-6432
Ta 717-782-2918

From: Thorne, Karen <kathornepa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 3:46 PM
To: Nancy Lane <Nlane3pahousego.com>; Phillip Kirchner <PKirchnerJpahousegofl.com>; McClain Fultz
<mfultz@pahousegop.com>; Livingston, ii <ierlivings@rna.gov>
Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>; Wiedt, Patricia <pwiedt@pa.gov>; Cardinale, Joe <icardinale@pa.gov>;
Daviston, Rhonda <RDAVISTON@pagov>
Subject: L-2020-3017284 57-332 Final Rulemaking for Diversity Reporting of MajorJurisdictional Utilitie5, 52 Pa. Code §
51.11—51.13
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Good afternoon,
Please find enclosed the above-referenced final rulemaking documents.

Karen Thorne, BRA
P0 Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Ph: (717) 772-4597

The information transmitted is intended onh for the person or entm to which it is addressed and ;iay contain confidential and/or privileged material Any review,

retransmission, dissemination or other use of or raking u/urn’ action U; reliance upon. this information by persons or entities other i/ia,; the intended recipient is
prohibited Ifyou recened tins information En error, please contact the se,,der and delete the message and materialfrom all compnters.
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